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Smiling Gents
Software that makes you smile!

Let's create outstanding user 
experience without a hitch!



Design is about…



Thinking of future things
Designers try to visualize future things and the road to this things.



Straight to a goal?
Straight to a solution maybe results in a wrong solution.



Exploring
Design is about exploring by asking, trying, failing and trying again.



General design process
A design process is iterative and will go several times through the below stages.
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Warming up



Basic shapes
Draw basic shapes: 
Circles, squares, triangles, 
etc. 

Make variations in size, 
direction, etc.

1 min.



Basic objects
Change the basic shapes 
into objects and icons. 

Try different shapes and 
combine them into new 
objects or icons.

1 min.



Crazy 8
Fold an A3-paper 3 times 
(so you get 8 boxes) 

Visualize in 10 seconds 
the next words…

8x10 sec.



Design challenge



Design your ideal lecture



2 min.1. Sketch
Make a basic sketch of how your ideal lecture would look like.



Empathy & curiosity

Empathy noun | em·pa·thy | ˈem-pə-thē

the action of understanding, being aware of, being 
sensitive to, and vicariously experiencing the feelings, 
thoughts, and experience of another of either the 
past or present without having the feelings, thoughts, 
and experience fully communicated in an objectively 
explicit manner; also : the capacity for this



Empathy & curiosity: interview basics
Start your conversation with the question if you may ask some questions about 
experiences of studying (don’t tell, you’re doing research about lectures). 

Other tips: 
- Use open questions. 
- Don’t go strait to the point but ask about the context of your subject. 
- Ask why, several times. 
- Try not to use leading questions. 

- Check who is in front of you: gender, age, culture, what does he/she wear, etc.



Empathy & curiosity: pro tips
- Dare to drop silences so you give your respondents time to think. 

- Ask for the meaning: “What does … mean for you?” 

- Check the body posture and facial expressions of your respondent.



Empathy & curiosity: observing basics
Observe without interaction. 

Check the environment/context of your research subject: 
- (Other) people and their interactions. 
- Movements within and around the location. 
- The room/location: floor, walls, buildings, ‘things’. 

Ask yourself: 
- What stands out, what is peculiar? 
- What is different than expected? 
- What is happening within the surroundings?



Until 11:152a. Let’s go outside!
Go outside with 1 or 2 others and do research on experiences, needs and the 
context of lectures. 

Use the research package with: 
- Interview format: Customer journey 
- Observation format: Fly on the wall 

The interview: 
- 1 person performs the interview. 
- 1 or 2 others make notes about observations and insights.



5 min.2b. Analysis
1. Put your research formats on the wall. 

2. Choose individually which insights are 
interesting/notable. 

3. Write your insights on three separate 
insight cards.



3 min.3. Ideation
Define your design challenge, for example: 

How would you… 
…make lectures more exiting? 
…ensure that lectures provide all information in less time? 
….ensure that you can follow a lecture from anywhere on the world? 

Sketch 5 radical ideas to solve your challenge!



2x5 min.3c. Validation
Share your ideas with your neighbor. 

Ask for suggestions and ideas and write them down 
(5 min. per person)



3 min.4. Concept
Create a new solution that uses the feedback and suggestions of your neighbor. 

Tip: Sketch big and use notes for details.



Prototyping: Testing the assumptions
Making a (small) model or ‘fake’ version of the product/service to be able to 
test it fast and cheap. 

Examples of prototypes: 
- Storyboards 
- 3D car model 
- Lego prototype



Prototyping: Testing the assumptions
Choose 1 main category for your test: 
- Do people want your concept (needs, wishes)? 
- Is it possible to make (technical, logistics, law and regulations)? 
- Do people understand the concept (userfriendly)? 
- Can we make money out of it (businessmodel)? 



5 min.5a. Validation
Fill out 5a and think of possible assumptions.



10 min.5b. Validate
Start your storyboard prototype.



2x5 min.5c. Validate
Share your storyboard with your neighbor and ask for suggestions/
ideas. 

(5 min. per person)



5 min.6. Reflect
What would be the next step? 

Compare your prototype with your first sketch and reflect.



What do you think of design thinking?
What did you experience and what is your opinion about it? 

What would you do different next time? 

How would you use design thinking during your study?
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